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Quiz 18
True or False

1. True ☐ or False ☐

2. True ☐ or False ☐

3. True ☐ or False ☐

4. True ☐ or False ☐

5. True ☐ or False ☐

6. True ☐ or False ☐

7. True ☐ or False ☐

8. True ☐ or False ☐

9. True ☐ or False ☐

10. True ☐ or False ☐

11. True ☐ or False ☐

12. True ☐ or False ☐

13. True ☐ or False ☐

14. True ☐ or False ☐

15. True ☐ or False ☐

1. Postman Pat's full name is Patrick Clifton. Fireman Sam's is Samuel Peyton-Jones

2. Ice cannot melt in a vacuum

3. It took a month before staff discovered a homeless man happily living with the residents of the Las
Vegas Zoological Park primate house

4. In South Dakota, the legal age to obtain a driver's license is just 13

5. Kermit's green skin was made from the coat worn by the mother of The Muppets creator Jim
Henson

6. Pig's cannot swim

7. If you ate enough carrots, you would turn orange

8. 'Dreamt' is the only English word that ends in the letters 'mt’

9. Rice Paper does not have any Rice in it

10. An earthquake on 16 December 1811 caused parts of the Mississippi River to flow backwards

11. One gallon of used motor oil can ruin approximately one million gallons of fresh water

12. Lightning travels from the ground up, not from the sky down

13. Female Reindeers are the only female deer to have antlers

14. Dogs are colour-blind

15. The Tate Gallery in London is named after the man who invented sugar cubes



Quizmaster Answers
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1. True
2. False
3. False
4. False
5. True

6. False
7. True
8. True
9. True
10. True

11. True
12. True
13. True
14. True
15. True
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